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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR 

Dear Guild Members, 

                An Ethical  and Sustainable Approach  

 It is interesting to note that two of our speakers recently have made ref-
erence to an ethical approach to how they work. One was with their prod-
uct and the other how we deal with people. This has set me thinking how 
can we be ethical in what we do? Looking at the fibres we use, how do we 
find out if they are produced sustainably and ethically? 

Just looking at wool; 

       Does the fibre we use come from animals that are well treated, not        
subjected to cruelty or excess use of chemicals and medicines to  keep 
them going? There are some suppliers that indicate that some of their 
fleece is organic but this is a very small percentage of the fleece available.  

 The processing Plants  for fleece can also be a source of pollution. The 
average sheep fleece is 65% wool, 16% dirt and vegetable matter, 15% 
lanolin and 4% poo. The cleaning process uses a lot of water,  a single pro-
cessing  line using some half a million litres of water per day. Also dispos-
ing of this contaminated water is apparently equivalent to the waste pro-
duced by some 30,000 people. The more modern Plants do have improved 
methods for waste disposal. 

 Super washed wool currently uses a chlorine based treatment to re-
move the scales. Unfortunately the waste from this process can break 
down into various toxins including dioxin one of the most toxic substance 
known. It is interesting to note that the USA has banned this process in 
America but is happy to import the finished  product from other countries. 
Other less polluting processes  are coming but are still rare.  

 Wool yarn used to be treated to make them insect resistant this has 
been discontinued in the UK but if you purchase yarn from elsewhere it 
may have been treated. 

       So dealing ethically with people is in our own hands. Finding ethically 
sourced material for our craft is not so easy, although we know a man who 
can help us with fibres. 

 

                                                                                                      Richard  
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OCTOBER MEETING 

 Luke (and family) from Wessex Woolcraft filled our hall up with goodies 

for weaving, spinning and knitting. The colours of the fleece and fibres 

were wonderful. There were spinning wheels and small looms available 

for those interested in trying and finding out more before buying. 

Luke’s wife and Julie with 

some fleece 

Sampling some of 

the wonderful fibres 

Luke was happy to 

give advice  

All the family were happy to help with any queries regarding the craft and 

Julie had spun a sample skein of all the different colours available so we 

could see what they looked like.  It was very helpful as some blends 

looked doubtful as rolags but when spun produced a beautiful yarn and 

this encouraged us to have a go. Samples of the fibres were available to 

spin and ‘try before buying’. 

Wessex Woolcraft also has a wonderful selection of accessories. If any 

looms were required then Luke was happy to take orders and will come 

and build them if necessary in your own home (not always offered by oth-

er suppliers). 

In the afternoon Luke told us how it all started at the age of 6 when he 

helped his father David with the sheep and his mother Julie taught him to 

weave.  Julie is a spinner so she insists that the sheep are shorn properly 

with no second cuts.  He also learnt from an early age the different quali-

ties of fleece and is now working on a breeding programme to produce the 

best fleece possible for hand spinners. 

He prefers to use local fleece and collects from many different farmers in 

this area.  
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Unfortunately local merino is 

not a very good quality here so 

he purchases this from South 

America and South Africa, 

where he feels the sheep are 

cared for best. 

It was wonderful hearing about 

his journey so far and we all 

feel included as his mum has 

been a member of our guild. 

We look forward to seeing 

what he has in store for us next time and as he is local we can visit his 

workshop at  Awbridge Pavilion, Romsey Road, Awbridge, SO51 0HG to 

see his latest looms, wheels and of course the fleeces of many different 

colours. 

Luke’s sister, a member of the team, runs Greenhill Patchwork and     

Quilting in Romsey for those of you that have interests in quilting and for    

haberdashery needs. 

Richard gave us the latest notices and reminded those that wanted to go to 

summer school should book soon. 

Beverly led the SHOW AND TELL and demonstrated the home made 

spinning wheel that Martine was using. She also told us about the woven 

cushion she made for her wooden seat. 
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THE YOUTH GUILD - October workshop 

Maya choose spinning for the Youth Guild in October and helped by other 

guild members taught the children how to spin and ply wool.   They fin-

ished by weaving their hand spun yarn. The concentration of these young 

children is amazing and under Maya and the team’s encouragement they 

all succeeded in producing a spun and plied yarn, which they used to 

weave with. The February workshop will be Inkle Loom weaving. 
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NOVEMBER MEETING 

NEWS AND VIEWS  Richard told us that his first four months as chair-

man had been very busy with Hilliers and the Romsey show. 

He informed us that the Guild Health and Safety policies are being re-

viewed. The Silk Mill has asked if we wish to participate in an exhibition 

in December 2019.  There was much discussion and it was decided to wait 

for more information from Coral before making a commitment. 

Coral gave her treasurers report and is sorting out the accounts with the 

change of chairman.  We need more members, and there is a possibility 

that the subscriptions will need to rise next year. 

Jo reported on the web site, the front page has new photos to refresh it, in-

cluding images of the Guild Challenge entries. 

Jenny bought us up to date on progress with the programme and also asked 

if someone new could take it on, as despite Jo’s help she would like to step 

down from the role and pass to someone else for fresh ideas. 

Ruth is standing down from the secretary’s position and we need someone 

to take over as without a secretary the guild will have to close. 

THE GUILD CHALLENGE - to use the John Arbon fleece in anyway and 

use ‘the garden’ as the theme. Richard started with his pointed furrow 

weave. Although it was meant to be a garden he confesses it looks more 

like a field. Ute wove a  flower pattern.  She found the white fleece was 

beautiful to spin. Beverly added to her sample of John Arbon fleece by 

stash busting and wove a jacket in all the colours of her garden. Lindsey 

made a neck warmer and wristlets. 
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Ruth dyed the fleece to weave her sunflower 

colours on a tapestry loom 

Gill felted and crocheted a posy picture and  

Alex made a display of her garden  using the 

Theo Moorman Technique.  

Mary blended and felted her fleece to make a 

felted bag and Wendy made a roof garden us-

ing natural dyes and spun yarn.   

Coral made a spindle to teach herself spinning 

and produced the teddy family in the garden 

while Joyce crocheted a little white bag. 

Have studied the entries and voted for our fa-

vourites Richard gained the most votes and 

won with his complicated woven furrows. 
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SHOW AND TELL   

Coral had woven an 8shaft mat 

in linen.  Mary had several 

samples of her first weaving 

on her rigid heddle.  

Veronica showed us some 

wacky purses woven using the 

Alison Crosthwaite technique.  

Della produced yards of mate-

rial for bath mats and bags and 

Sue made a jacket from her al-

paca fibre which she dyed and 

crocheted herself. 

THE GUILD RAFFLE 

Every Month Gill organizes the Raffle to help with the Guild 

funds. She would be grateful for any contribution especially 

craft orientated prizes.  At 50p a ticket it is a great way to sup-

port your guild and enjoy the fun of winning  a prize. 
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Ditchling Museum and Ethel Mairet  

The speaker today came to talk about Ethel Mairet 
and the Natural Dye Project at the Ditchling Muse-
um. The introduction to the talk looked at how alt-
hough it was her first marriage that introduced Eth-
el to textiles, it was after her second marriage that 
she moved to Ditchling. It was here that she pub-
lished A Book on Vegetable Dyes which later be-
came the foundation of the Natural Dye Project. 

It was fascinating to see how by experimenting 
with using plants from the local area, that a wide range of coloured dyes 
were produced (an amazing record box of the different dye samples that 
were collected has survived to this day). A resurgence of interest in natural 
dyes helped to kickstart the Natural Dye Project. This project brings to-
gether people, from beginners to artists and craftspeople, from countries 
around the world (the UK, America, Japan, India and Poland to name few). 
The aim is to redo as many recipes from the book as possible, barring any 
recipes that use chemicals that are now deemed dangerous or unsafe.  

The resulting dyes are then used on various fibres that are then spun into 
threads, which are then coiled into skeins. These skeins are then sent to 
Ditchling to be catalogued. Viewings of selections of these skeins can be 
arranged for visiting groups, each of them tagged with labels displaying 
where they have come from and what was used to produce the wide range 
of colours on show. In the future it is hoped to eventually produce and pub-
lish a book which would display the results of this amazing project.  

Various anecdotes brought the talk to life, from the cardboard that was 
used to protect the window panes from flying shuttles, to the apprentice 
who buried a warp in the ground outside of the workshop rather than admit 
that she lost the cross when she removed the warp from the sticks. We 
know that she managed to avoid the wrath of Ethel and lived to weave an-
other day, as it came out that our very own Mary Keer was later taught 
weaving by this intrepid gardener. 

The museum at Ditchling has much more to offer, such as a garden which 
has been specifically created to grow plants which can be used to create 
various natural dyes. There are also various courses on offer throughout 
the year which cover a variety of areas starting from dyeing fibre up to 
weaving fabric from the threads produced from the fibres themselves. 

Ditchling Museum Website                                               Nadine Coombes 

© Ditchling Museum 

http://www.ditchlingmuseumartcraft.org.uk/naturaldyeproject/
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A poem Mariana found on a tea towel 
and would like to share with us and 
sorting out the copyright.) 

THE SPINNING WHEEL 

Mellow the moonlight to shine is      
beginning 

close by the window young Eileen is 
spinning 

bent o'er the fire, her blind grandmoth-
er sitting, 

is crooning and moaning and drowsily 
knitting. 

Merrily cheerily noiselessly whirring, 

spins the wheel, swings the wheel, 
while the foot's stirring, 

brightly and lightly and merrily      
ringing, 

sounds the sweet voice of the young 
maiden singing. 

Oh! Eileen a-chara, I hear someone 
tapping, 

'tis the ivy, dear mother, against the 
glass flapping, 

Eileen, I surely hear somebody     sigh-
ing, 

'tis the sound mother dear, of the   au-
tumn winds dying. 

There's a form at the casement, the 
form of her true love,  

and he whispers, with face bent, I'm 
waiting for you love, 

step up on the stool, through the    lat-
tice step lightly, 

and we'll rove through the grove with 
the moon shining brightly. 

The maid shakes her head, on her lips 
lay her fingers, 

steals up from the stool, longs to go, 
and yet lingers, 

a frightened glance turns to her drowsy 
grandmother, 

puts one foot on the stool, spins the 
wheel with the other. 

Lazily, easily, swings now the wheel 
round, 

lowly and slowly is heard now the reel 
sound, 

noiseless and light through the lattice 
above her, 

the maid steps and leaps to the arms of 
her lover. 

Slower and slower and slower the 
wheel swings, 

lower and lower and lower the reel 
rings, 

ere the wheel and the reel stop their 
stirring and moving, 

through the grove, two young lovers, 
by moonlight are roving. 

 

“The Spinning Wheel” 
was written in the mid-

1800s by an Irish lawyer 
and poet named John 
Francis Waller. It's a 

beautiful ballad written 
in waltz time (3/4 time).  

To understand the song 
better, you'll want to 

know that "a chara" means "dear" and 
"The Coolin" refers to a traditional 
Irish air called "An Chúilfhionn," 

which translates to "The Fair-Haired 
One."  
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Fun with colour and pick-up sticks on a rigid heddle - honeycomb 

Coral Newton, December 2018 

Some of you will know that I have been making a set of little rigid heddle looms 
with the aim of providing an introduction to weaving.  I like to test each loom to 
make sure it works ok.  The completion of the latest little loom coincided with a 
visit from sister on a very wet day.  Flicking through my books she was attract-
ed by a picture of a honeycomb weave in the section on using pick-up sticks. 

 

We picked out some spun sari silk for the highlight rows and some other colours 

we thought would go with it, deciding to try two different coloured warps at 

once.  The pale green yarn was far too fine really to work as warp, but we 

threaded four strands together through each slot and hole.  We started on a 10 

dent heddle, but the weft was packing down over the warp meaning we did not 

get a good wave effect, so we re-threaded to 12.5 dents which gave us a nice 

balanced weave. 

The honeycomb pattern requires two pick-up sticks – lets call them A and B. 

To thread the pattern, set the heddle in neutral and slide pick up stick A under 4 

warp threads, then over 4 and repeat across the warp. 

The weaving sequence is: 

1.Heddle up and slide pick-up stick A forward: main weft 

2.Heddle down and push pick-up stick A backward: main weft 

3 & 4. Repeat 1 and 2 

5.Heddle up and slide pick-up stick A forward: main weft 

6.Heddle down and push pick-up stick A backward: contrast weft 
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As you slide the pick-up 
stick forward, it picks up 
threads from the bottom lay-
er, adding them to the top 
layer, creating the floats 
which make the honeycomb 
structure. 

Now leave pick up stick A pushed back and 
insert pick-up stick B.  Pick up stick B does 
the opposite to A – where A goes over 4, B 
goes under that 4.  Then repeat steps 1-6 but 
with pick-up stick B rather than A. 
  
You have to take stick B out to slide A for-
ward again, but as B picks up the threads A 
leaves down, its quite quick to put B back in.  
I used a knitting needle because it was a bit 
quicker to thread.  You can do B with string 
heddles on a loose heddle bar, but that takes 
longer to set up. 

Once the pattern was set up and going, I 
started to experiment with colour – chang-
ing the yarns I was using in the weft.  The 
rest is a doodle! (not a typo!) 
  
So what did my sister think?  She was fas-
cinated to see the process (I don’t think 
she would have wanted to spend hours 
watching me warping one of my multi-
shaft looms), she was particularly interest-
ed to see the way the colours of the warp 
and weft interplay when woven – which 
was not as she originally expected.  She 
can see why weaving appeals to me, but 
she’ll stick to quilting! 
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DECEMBER  MEETING 

Richard had a few notices before our talk, the main discussion being the 

Whitchurch Exhibition.  A vote was taken and a list made of interested 

members.  It was decided to commit ourselves to manning the exhibition in 

December 2019 and several people were happy to be Stewards. 

Our Christmas Speaker was MAY  MARTIN from the Sewing Bee   

An embroidered mat and a hanky holder were two of 

the first projects she made in school. She had bought 

other garments with stories to share. When making a 

skirt she had had a light bulb moment, ½ yard of fab-

ric would make a mini skirt including hem and waist 

band! She was in an environment where fabrics 

flowed from her adopted 

grandmothers’ trunk and 

a mother who was at 

Denman College.  

Having taken a 3yr course in dress and de-

sign she showed us various choice garments 

and a scaled clay doll with papier-mâché 

head, clay fired hands and beaded braid 

(made 48years ago). 

SHOW AND TELL  

Della had bought 

some bags in that 

she had made from 

the yardage she 

showed us last 

month.  Lindsey 

demonstrated her 

beautiful hand spun 

hand knitted shawl, 

so soft and warm.  
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May taught in several different schools. She stressed 

they were in deprived areas and teaching was hard 

and emotional. May liked helping and teaching the 

girls and she moved to another school and for 3 

years she ran a department with a probationary 

teacher under her supervision. 

May showed us photographs of her sisters’ wedding 

dress, her 3 bridesmaid dresses and her Mums outfit 

which she had made all in 3 weeks. She was married 

in 1972 and her 3 tiered wedding outfit had a pin 

tucked jacket which she had brought for us to see. 

She made garments for her nieces including kilts.  

 

 

 

 

 

She had boys’ born 1980 and 1984. She said dungarees and trousers   

weren’t so attractive to make. May then went to teach in the evening at 

adult education centres. 

Her Mum encouraged her to screen test for the Sewing Bee. May was 

amazed how well she was looked after. Taxi from door to door and over-

night stay in a nice hotel. They even had a special budget for clothing giv-

en to the presenters so she and her sister took advantage of it and went on a 

shopping spree with her very own personal shopper. As she made her own 

clothes for the show, all she needed was some underwear. She spoke of the 

hair and make-up experiences and the hard discussions with Patrick when 

deciding on the contestants skills.  

Shockingly she was dropped for series 4. She did feel it was all diluting 

her life rather.  
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Having decided to help the Alz-

heimer’s Society she now has a 

key position within the organiza-

tion.  

Another project was writing a 

book and she carried out her 

book signing in a shop called 

Fabricland. Her hand made sequin dress 

was  amazing. She had just two copies 

of her DVD and book with her.   

After May’s fascinating story we 

were able to study her exhibits 

and look at her book before hav-

ing our Christmas Lunch.   

May stayed for the rest of the af-

ternoon and we all enjoyed a fan-

tastic American Lunch with plen-

ty to eat for all. 

                                Mary Drake 
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A Visit to the Viking Ship Hall Museum in Bygdøy Oslo 

The Viking Ship Hall in Oslo holds three Viking ships which were used for 
boat burials. The longest and oldest ship, from Oseberg, contained two 
skeletons. Contrary to the expectation that ship burials were for men, these 
two skeletons turned out to be female. Much speculation has been made 
about the identity of these women and their relationship to each other, but 
all that is really known is that one was much older than the other (70-80 
years) and that  the younger (in her fifties) wore a red dress. This dress sin-
gles her out to be the higher status individual and thus the noble who was 
honoured by the burial. [Interestingly, after scientific analysis, it has been 
proposed that the red dyestuff for the dress was madder from England.] 

 

In amongst the spectacularly preserved burial objects, ranging from kitch-
en equipment to bed-
ding and furniture, 
there was a wooden 
chest which contained 
implements for textile 
work. Some of the 
contents of which are 
shown in the photo. 

 

On display are a set 
of tablet weaving 
cards which, when 
excavated, were still attached to an unfinished band. Was one of the wom-
en working on this at the time of her death? The cabinet also contained 
balls of yarn, weaving tools, beech-wood needles and beeswax. 

 

A further darkened display, which visitors were asked not to photograph, 
contained fragments of a tapestry depicting human and animal figures. 
There was a procession of people walking, riding and driving carts and 
every space in between was crammed with smaller motifs. This tapestry 
warp was made from wool and set at about 10 ends per cm. The figures 
were also made from wool with spaces in between them which it is be-
lieved were once  linen which has rotted away.  
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These figures give us more idea of the historical dress of the time than the 
actual garments found on the ship due to their poor condition.  

Most of the textiles which came from the ship were compressed together 
into hard ‘cakes’ which were challenging to unravel. Some were stuck to 
feathers which are thought to come from the bedding.  It is remarkable that 
anything has survived at all considering it was interred in the ground in the 
earlier half of the 9th century. 

As a souvenir of my visit to the museum I tablet wove a band similar to 
ones found on the Oseberg Ship. This would have been used to trim an 
item of clothing. The original was thought to be made of wool and linen 
and was about 1cm wide. My two replicas are narrower and are made of 
crochet cotton (top band) and linen (lower band). The draft I used can be 
found on Shelagh Lewins website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A comprehensive analysis of the Oseberg Ship can be found at 
www.khm.uio.no/english/visit-us/viking-ship-museum/exhibitions/oseberg/ 

Shelagh Lewins website with a draft for The Narrow Oseberg Band is at 

http://www.shelaghlewins.com/tablet_weaving/Oseberg_narrowOseberg_narrow.pdf 

KAREN PARKIN 

http://www.khm.uio.no/english/visit-us/viking-ship-museum/exhibitions/oseberg/
http://www.shelaghlewins.com/tablet_weaving/Oseberg_narrow/Oseberg_narrow.pdf
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HWSD PROGRAMME 2019 

16
th

 February 

10am Main Hall ‘News & Views’ 

Announcement of Guild Challenge 2019 

2pm Main Hall – TO BE CONFIRMED 
 

~~~ 

16
th

 March 

10am Main Hall - AT HOME DAY 

Members skill sharing & workshops 

~~~ 

20
th

 April 

10am Compton Room Committee Meeting 

10am Main Hall -  

All day Spinning workshop.  Learn or 
improve your technique to use a spindle or 

wheel and longdraw and questions          
answered 

~~~ 

18
th

 May 

10am Main Hall ‘News & Views’ 

2pm Main Hall – Speaker  

FREDA ROBINSON 

‘Braids around the world’ Arabesque 
Braids 

~~~ 

15
th

 June 

10am Main Hall ‘Spin & Chat’ 

2pm Main Hall - Speaker  

STROUDWATER TEXTILE TRUST 

 ‘400 YEARS OF Stroud Wool Textiles’ 

~~~ 

20
th

 July 

10am   Main Hall AGM 

11am ‘Bring and Buy’ for Guild Funds 

2pm Main Hall - Speaker  

SUSAN COATES 

‘Whorls and Naalbinding’ 

August   No Meeting 

Volunteers always welcome for             

craft activities with children at 

HILLIER GARDENS 

On Wednesday afternoons 1.30 - 4pm 

Dates: 7th, 14th, 21st & 28th August 

~~~ 

21
st
 September 

10am Main Hall ‘TASTER DAY’ for    
non-members 

~~~ 

19
th

 October  

10am Compton Room Committee  

Meeting 

10am WESSEX WOOLCRAFT  

FIBRE DAY 

~~~ 

16
th

 November 

10am Main Hall ‘News & Views’ including 

The Guild Challenge Reveal followed by 

Main Hall – GUILD WEAVING DAY – 

Bring your loom, try new techniques or 

just have a go. 

~~~  

7
th

 December  

10am Meet in Main Hall for  

Tea / Coffee 

10.30am Main Hall – Speaker  

PETER HEWLETT-SMITH  

‘Journey down the Silk Road’ 

Followed by our own festive American 
Lunch 

~~~  
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Our Guild Contact details 
Chairperson Richard Chairofhantswsd@yahoo.com 

Secretary Ruth secretaryhantswsd@yahoo.co.uk 

Events Co-ordinator Caroline eventshwsd@yahoo.com 

Newsletter  Joy pendine@gmail.com 

The deadline for articles to go in the Spring Newsletter April 1st 2019 

If you are visiting exhibitions or going anywhere with interesting textile related 
activities, consider writing a short article with a photograph for the newsletter. 

www.hantswsd.org 

EVENTS COMING UP 2019 

For more Diary Dates visit the Diary page on our website. 

For more information on the Events the Guild will be demonstrating at 
and to volunteer, email Caroline from links above, talk to her at the 
meeting or visit the Guild Demonstration Events page on our website. 

February 22nd to 24th | UNRAVEL,  
Farnham, Surrey | More Info 

 

February 28th to 3rd March | The Spring Knitting and Stitching 
Show, Olympia, London | More Info 

 

March 20th to 24th | Edinburgh Yarn Fest | More Info  
 

April 27th to 28th | Wonderwool, Builth, Wales | More Info 

 

April 27th to 28th | Brockenhurst Needlework Fiesta, 
Brockenhurst, Hampshire | More Info 

 

May 11th | World Textile Day, ‘Inspired to Create’, Wickham, 
Hampshire | More Info 

https://www.hantswsd.org/diary-dates
https://www.hantswsd.org/2018-events-guild-demonstrations
http://craft.farnhammaltings.com/portfolio/unravel-festival-knitting/
https://www.theknittingandstitchingshow.com/spring/
http://www.edinyarnfest.com/home
https://www.wonderwoolwales.co.uk/home.html
http://www.brockenhurstfiesta.co.uk/
http://worldtextileday.co.uk/south-of-england

